Loddington. Jury's Bill of Precommitments for the Year 1792.

We pray, William Larratt for helping in the Field with 5 sheep, and BRANDON without right or spawn, -- 0 5 0
Do for helping in the Field with twenty sheep in my Summer 1 a 6 0
William Wright for keeping sheep in the Meadow
John Summers
Richard Baker for keeping sheep upon the Pasture 0 1 6
William Larratt for helping with hay in my Field 2 6
Sam. Hulton for helping to make hay on my Coop 0 0 4
Paid for as the above
James Sirdock of Same 0 0 4
Wm. William Allen for helping on three
Barrels in my Field before Hallowe'en and 0 3 0
Rob. Clark for making a stone pillar and not
keeping silence about it 0 1 0
William Larratt for laying up a deal with the hook
In 3rd Smith for laying with three men
and paid in my account for to my Bacon 0 3 0
In Picking up of Hayton for 0 1 0
Mr. John Woodman in his horse at Samuel
E2d. to Colwell the same 0 0 0
William Larratt the same 2nd to the same 0 2 6
William Larratt for laying Rubidge in my Street and
fixing a board crane in the Sheep 0 2 6
Samuel Stocks for laying up a Deal at Sennary
Contrary to and Samuel Thrasington 0 5 0
Edward Ambly of Thrase for laying a stone pill
in my Field and not sending to same 0 1 0
The Drake T
Rob. Freeman for cutting and dividing 3 2 6
Wm. Allen the party John Chapman the Wright
Edw. Asbury John Hill John Harris and
John Bell Robert Smith on 15th August 1792
To the last to Colwell and Mark
Affrante - Missouri Allen, 9 yrs.
Daniel Allen, 11 yrs.
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